2016 Sisters in Crime Monitoring Project Report - Final
Sisters in Crime volunteers have monitored published reviews of crime fiction since 1986
to determine the percentage of reviews accorded women writers. During the twenty years of the
Monitoring Project, through 2015, a long-term upward trend existed. The 2016 results are
stagnant in the digital category and show statistically insignificant changes (1% up or down) in
the national newspapers, local newspapers, pre-publication sources, and genre-focused magazine
categories.
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Percentage of reviews going to women authors by publication type, 2007-2016
Type of Publication

Reviews of Books By
Women, 2007

Reviews of Books by
Women, 2015

Reviews of Books by
Women, 2016

National Newspapers

31%

42%

41%

Local Newspapers

37%

46%

47%

Pre-publication Sources

45%

45%

46%

Genre-focused Magazines

40%

50%

49%

Born Digital Review
Sources

n/a

52%

52%

Percent of Reviews Given to Mysteries by Women, 2007, 2015, and 2016
Note: Publications are aggregated by type, but the specific publications monitored have changed
somewhat from year to year, so direct comparisons cannot be made. Digital reviews have only
been monitored since 2012.
It is of significant note that many of the print and digital publications monitored are
printing less reviews than in the past. For example, although the percentage of reviews of books
by women remained constant for digital sources at 52%, the monitored reviews from the same
sources dropped from 1600 to 1565.
The national newspaper category continues to be the most resistant to reviewing women writers.
This is important because these review outlets, The New York Times, The Toronto Globe & Mail,
The Washington Post, and The Wall Street Journal, have prestige and wide readership. Of the
pre-publication review sources, both Booklist (43%) and Publishers Weekly (46%) continued to
favor male writers over women authors, but both improved a percentage point from 2015.
Library Journal, which has devoted a majority of its reviews since 2011 to women dropped from
60% in 2015 to 56% in 2016. The Wall Street Journal, which almost reached parity in 2015,
returned to its traditional approach of only according a quarter of its reviews to books by woman
(26%) in 2016.
What percentage of published mysteries are by women?
Because there is no master list of published mysteries, Sisters in Crime estimates the
percentage of mysteries written by women by counting submissions to the Edgar Awards in four
categories: best novel, best first novel, best paperback or e-original, and any books submitted for
the Mary Higgins Clark award not submitted in one of the other categories. Combining all of the
categories, women authors accounted for 49% of the books submitted. Prior to this, women had
written slightly over half of the books submitted during four of the five past years (2015-51%).
The past trend of male authors dominating the Best Novel (57%) continues. Women authors
again had the majority of Best Paperback or E-Original (56%), but lost ground in the Best First
Novel category (2015-52%; 2016-48%).
The 2017 Sisters in Crime Monitoring Project
The 2017 Sisters in Crime Monitoring Project will continue to count reviews in its five
general categories, but, reflecting changes in publishing and readership, will be adding two new
monitored areas: Canadian publications and Young Adult/Middle Grade.

